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White Paper: Getting Lines of Code Metrics and Code Churn with ClearCase 

(And why you should consider using it?) 

Since we released our newest version 4.0 of R&D Reporter for ClearCase & ClearQuest, we have 

received a lot of feedback. Many of the questions referred to the new Lines of Code (LoC) we provide, 

and I’d like to focus on that in this paper. 

What is LOC? 

Lines of Code (LOC) or Source Lines of Code (SLOC) provides a quantitative measurement for computer 

programming files in text form. LOC is used to measure files that contain code from a given 

programming language. The size of a specific file or section and work involved are typically indicated by 

the number of lines. 

Why measure LoC? 

� To measure the effort invested in a scope of development 

� It helps you to measure defect density and release quality. 

� To estimate the stability of a release or a component 

� For measuring the size of past projects and for creating early-in-the-project estimates of new 

projects 

There are many other reasons of course. This is a wide area and there’s not enough space here to 

comprehensively cover the topic. 

 

So what makes our LoC for ClearCase special? 

First of all, the unique approach of R&D Reporter enables you to get LoC metrics in very specific 

ClearCase \ SCM scopes (rather than the whole project from day 1, which is meaningless in many cases): 

• A release scope: two baselines comparison and even two composite baselines (where each 

UCM component is separated) 

• A scope of two streams comparison 

• A scope of the differences between a stream and a baseline 
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• Dynamic queries that enable you to compare recommended baselines or baselines that are 

based upon promotion levels or predefined naming conventions 

• Cut out unnecessary files (such as generated files, documentation files, directory elements and 

private files) 

• NEW: Advanced and relative LoC metrics: 

o Weighted LoC: You can set a different weight for each code line, since the complexity of 

writing one code line of Perl is different than the complexity of writing one line in Java. 

This helps you to get a weighted index per file, component or release. 

o Advanced metrics: Amount of the Same Lines for each pair of compared files and Total 

Lines in the second (newer) file version 

o Relative metrics help you measure and predict stability of a file, component or full 

release. The report provides the following relative metrics: 

� % Changed (Changed Lines divided by Total Lines) 

� % Churned code lines (Added Lines + Changed Lines divided by Total Lines). You 

should expect that the larger the proportion of churned code to the LOC of the 

new segment, the larger the magnitude of the defect density for that segment 

will be. 

� % Deleted lines / Total lines. You should expect that the larger the proportion of 

deleted code to the LOC of the new segment, the larger the magnitude of the 

defect density for that segment will be. 

• NEW: Scopes of two views comparison or a full UCM stream (users select which one) 

As said, this is the basis for our LoC metrics. 

Above that level, we provide files metrics:  how many files have been added, removed and changed, and 

how many are identical (in content).  

 

Figure 1: Metrics summary of changed files 

 

Then we provide a lower level of LoC metrics for each component and file. Our algorithm knows to skip 

comment lines for dozens of code languages, including C, C++, Java, and Perl, header files, Java-script, C 

#and VB.NET! It also skips blank lines, so you actually get the real source lines of code (SLOC). 
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Figure 2: LOC summary. Summary is provided for each 

file (separated by added code lines, modified and 

deleted lines) plus total LOC for the whole report 

(separated again by added, modified and deleted code 

lines) 
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We also provide bar charts for those two kinds: (1) LoC per component, stacked or accumulated, and (2) 

LoC chart per file, stacked or accumulated. 

 

Figure 3: LoC per UCM component 

 

Figure 4: LoC per file (separated by added code lines, changed and deleted) 
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Seeing it all together: 

 

Figure 5: LOC metrics – full report 
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Seeing the advanced LOC metrics and relative metrics: 

 

Figure 6: LOC metrics plus advanced and relative LOC metrics (full rich report including a toolbar). Click 

to enlarge to screenshot in your browser. 

 

In case you use unknown files or languages (so our algorithm can’t filter out the comments), we enable 

you to map these files to one of dozens of code languages we support (so you don’t lose the reliability of 

this measurement). 

And … since it is based on our reporting tool, you also get the following: 

• Full automation. It can be integrated with SCM \ DevOps processes and tools, including 

ClearCase triggers and scripts. 

• Save queries and export reports to a variety of formats: HTML, CSV, XML, Excel, PDF, MS-Word 

(RTF), text, JPG and a special rich report that enables you to run ClearCase operations from 

within the report’s context-menu and to drill down. 

• The option to get LoC reports plus more information and metrics that can be retrieved from 

ClearCase repository, such as file versions; relevant activities; file types; file status, including 

renamed, moved and removed ClearCase files; merge type and merge conflicts. 
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• Traceability and integration with ClearQuest (in case you work with ClearCase and ClearQuest 

UCM enabled mode). ClearQuest enables you to count how many bugs were found in a release 

scope, and then you can calculate the ratio between this number and LOC to get the Defect 

Density! 

• Capability to integrate with bug-tracking tools like Rational Team Concert (RTC), HP Quality 

Center, Atlassian Jira, Bugzilla and more. 

• Ability to customize Excel and MS-Word per your needs and based on your template, including 

your colors, fonts, sheets, formulas etc. 

To learn more, please contact info@almtoolbox.com 

Do you find this interesting? Share it with your colleagues and they’ll thank you. 

 

 

This white paper was written by Tamir Gefen, founder and CEO of ALMtoolbox, a company that 

specializes in providing add-on tools and ALM solutions (http://www.almtoolbox.com). 

Mr. Gefen’s work builds on more than 15 years in development and engineering, SCM, ALM metrics and 

KPIs and working with IBM Rational toolset. 
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